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Product Description

Pebble Newly Launched Cosmos Prime BT Calling Smart Watch with Largest 1.91\" Bezel-Less
Edge-to-Edge Display, 600 Nits Brightness, Sleek Metallic Body, Wireless Charging, Health Suite
(Ivory Gold)
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Product Link [1.9-inch large screen IPS display] – Keep your eyes on the

bigger picture. Cosmos Prime comes With and Edge to Edge Bezel less 1.91 inch Display and a
resolution of 240 x 286 pixels with 600 Nits Brightness. Sleek & Fashionable Metal Body Never
lets your style quotient down. [Advanced Bluetooth calling] - Missed calls are a thing of the
past! All the calling features your Phone is equipped with are loaded on the watch, so that you
don’t feel phone-sick anymore! Raise your wrist, Tap the screen! That’s how easy phone calls
have become with Cosmos Prime. The dynamic speaker and advanced Bluetooth version
installed ensure disturbance-free calls every time. You can save upto 200 contacts in the watch,
get all your notifications and stay updated on trends, messages, meeting, emails and much
more. [Wireless Charging] – Now, charge your smartwatch anywhere with a wireless charging
dock. The powerful battery along with the power saver mode gives a massive standby battery
backup of 10 days and 5 days of average use. [Always-On Enabled] - Pebble Cosmos Prime
comes with an Always-On display that keeps your screen bright and awake. Additionally, the
power-saving algorithms ensure the battery doesn’t drain out much on this mode. The Always
On display is set to a default of 30 seconds in order to provide extended battery life. Every time
you tilt the watch, the additional 30 seconds of Always On will get added automatically to
continue the cycle. [GPS trajectory] - Check your GPS trajectory from your smartwatch as you
engage in any outdoor activity - running, hiking, and more [Reversible Magnetic Strap] - A
reversible magnetic strap variant with strong magnetic loops for a snug fit around the wrist
(available in blue color only). [Zen Mode On] - Find your inner peace by Pebble's signature Zen
Mode On breathing training feature. [24 Hour Health Tracking] - This smartwatch allows you to
track your SpO2 levels, heart rate with just one touch.; [Pincode Locking System] - Just like a
smartphone pin lock, this smartwatch also has a pin lock. Secure your smartwatch by setting up
a pin lock on it.
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